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At our new venue, RISC, for the second time, an audience of 24 just about squeezed into the 

available room to hear Lizzie Croose talk about pine martens and polecats, and the work of 

the Vincent Wildlife Trust in surveying the incidence of these rare species. 

 

Introducing the Trust, Lizzie explained that it was established 1975 by the philanthropist 

Vincent Weir, to undertake surveys and conservation planning for those animals that are 

hardest to track: lesser and greater horseshoe bat, otter, water vole, polecat and pine marten, 

and now the stoat and weasel. 
 

Pine martens 
 

Starting with the pine marten, she outlined the ecological basics of this species, noting its 

omnivorous and opportunistic diet (though their key prey is the field vole), and highlighting 

its requirements for a specialised habitat: typically mature woodland, allowing them to escape 

predators such as fox and golden eagle.  She also observed that the pine marten is largely 

nocturnal, making surveying more onerous. 

 

Lizzie turned to the history of its declining abundance and reduced distribution from a post-

glacial optimum around 6,500 years ago.  She cited the remarkably precise figure, calculated 

by Maroo & Ylden, that there were once 147,474 of them in the British Isles!  Though they 

were still common in 1800, by 1850 they were confined to NW Highlands, the Lake District 

and Snowdonia as a consequence of persecution and woodland clearance that continued until 

reaching a nadir of 4-5% in 1895.  Today they are back in much of Scotland and Ireland, but, 

though protected since 1987, they are the second rarest mammal after the Scottish wildcat. 

There is no sign of recovery in England and Wales and they remain very rare. 

 

Describing the various monitoring methods available – scat surveys, hair tubes and camera 

traps – Lizzie reported on a VWT campaign that sought sightings, followed up by telephone 

inverviews and their authenticity evaluated.  1,400 possible sightings were received, and 49% 

were validated at higher than 5 out of 10.  The sightings in England & Wales correlated with 

locations in the historical record: Carmarthenshire, Snowdonia, Cumbria, NY Moors, 

Northumberland – and the New Forrest!  Sightings were supported by carcasses, clear 

photographs and DNA samples.  Of the detailed conclusions perhaps the most unexpected 

was the apparent lack of genetic continuity in the population.  DNA samples collected in the 

1990s were compared with museum-sourced specimens of pre-1950 vintage and 

geographically specific genetic haplotypes were obtained from the analysis.  Of the 1990s 

samples, ten were Type A (British/Scottish), whereas the 13 museum samples all displayed 

Haplotype I – not one Type A.  This is too great a genetic distance to be a mutation and 

suggests that the ancient and modern populations are distinct.  Looking ahead the Trust is 

planning a two-year feasibility study for possible reintroduction starting in January 2014. 

 

By contrast the population in Scotland appears to be expanding.  By 2003 martens were 

everywhere north of the central belt as far as the east coast; expanded in the SW and 

occurring in the Borders.  On the other hand Lizzie acknowledged there is concern that the 

marten’s success may have adversely affected the productivity of the capercallie, by preying 

on eggs and chicks, and that some elements are calling for a cull.  Those calls are moderated 

by the discovery that the presence of pine martens is a benefit to red squirrels by preying on 

greys. 



Polecats 
 

Following a similar outline, Lizze first addressed matters of ecology – habitat, diet, 

dimensions and reprodution – explaining that the polecat was the ancestor of the ferret, 

domesticated 2,000 years ago, and with which they can interbreed. 

 

In the post-glacial period the polecat was the third commonest carnivorous mammal in the 

British Isles.  (Maroo estimates the Mesolithic population as 110,000.)  However, in the 

Middle Ages they were regarded as vermin and  were killed in great number.  By 1880 they 

existed mostly in the NW Highlands, Solway Firth, west Wales, and by the early C20
th

 

occurred only in mid Wales.  Recovery started mid century and now they are protected by 

their listing in Schedule 6 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act. 

 

Field signs such as scat and dens are difficult to find, and though VWT has had some success 

with live traps and footprint tunnels, it hasn’t with camera traps.  So, road kill and ad hoc 

sightings have become the prime evidence.  VWT has conducted two distribution surveys of 

road casualties – in 1990 and 2004-2006 – suggesting an expansion from the concentration in 

Wales to the West Midlands, Northwest and South central.  The polecat appears to be 

recovering well.  Additionally, hybrid polecat-ferrets occur around and beyond the periphery 

of the pure polecat’s range, extending further eastward. 

 

Introgression, or the breeding between polecats and ferrets, is a survey problem exacerbated 

by the difficulties of identification.  Here Lizzie offered ID tips, and pointed to Cardiff 

University’s DNA analyses which conclude there is about a 31% admixture of ferret in the 

population.  Pure polecats are mainly in Wales and the Welsh Border counties, and these 

locations would form the pool for any future reintroductions.   

 

Lizzie ended by announcing the Third National Distribution Survey, commencing Jan 2014.  

Monitoring for the next two years aims to establish both distribution and levels of 

introgression.   

 

A lively discussion followed, with many questions from the floor, some asking for 

clarification or more detail on identification, behaviour or surveying, others offering opinions 

on future policy.  Copies of two VWT research reports were available to those interested in 

reading further. 
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